Hi,
I am writing to you to see what this means that the Australian Government might be
considering exposing our Oceans to more cuts to environmental protection. First of all
understand that my concern for the environment is extreme. We live on a Spaceship called the
Planet Earth it has a very fragile eco system that keeps all the living things going on it'.s
surface. I hear what goes on in Parliament and am astounded how little concern seems to be
coming from the politicians mouths. You do not seem to understand the Atmosphere and the
Ocean let alone that the Planet itself is a living entity that keeps us alive.
First of all think of us. We breath Oxygen to live from the day we are born until the day we die.
70% of the Oxygen on the Planet only exists up to an Altitude of 10000 meters. That is only 10
klms. Think of a location 10klms away from you now and stand it up above you. Not a great
distance and this thin skin surrounds our Planet. It does not matter that Climate Change is
Natural or Man made, we are contributing to our own future. Transport is one of the
contributors to Global Warming and we Humans are the most stupid beings that drive a 2000kg
metal vehicle to move our 80kg bodies around. I could go on but that would be a book on
Man's Stupidy.
You are all going on about Power at the moment. Our wasteful society is the real problem. We
have become consumers without even considering if we need to have Power at all. I hear you
say the words JOBS but we are coming to a point in the Planets history where Greed and Jobs
will not matter if we do not have a Planet to live on.
Now the Ocean. We as humans hold an unbelievable relationship with the Ocean. The surface
is a Mirror so we only see the reflection of the Atmosphere above it. We do not see what exists
under it's surface. What we can not see then does not exist it seems. It is the biggest surface and
energy source that exists on the Planet. The Life that it maintains is mind blowing but we do
not see it. If you say it does not matter and we can not protect it we are totally mindless. Put on
a Snorkel and go see what you can not see and you will be educated.
BE WISE AND NOT STUPID.
Thanks and hopefully you will have read my RAVE. You politicians depress me as I do not
want to be like you at all. You call it DEMOCRACY but you are only 2 Parties that has not a
WISE person among you. SORRY. NOT IMPRESSED. The Planet is DOOMED with your so
called Stewardship.
Tim Towers.

